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Executive Summary
This deliverable presents the first system software prototype that is developed
and delivered in the context of WP4, reflecting the work done in tasks T4.1,
T4.2, T4.3 and T4.4 up to month 18 of the project. It is also the first of the two
incremental versions of the document “System Software Prototype”; next
updated version is D4.5 which is due by M32.
This document presents the software elements that compose the first
prototype. Each piece of software presented is shortly described individually
and demonstration of their efficiency is then made through tests, more details
(architecture, functionalities, etc.) are provided in D4.2. This document also lists
the repositories where each element is stored and how to reproduce the tests.
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List of Acronyms and Naming Conventions
Processor Core
or
Compute Core
or
Core
or
Processing Unit
(PU)

An independent processing unit that reads and execute
machine program instructions. Manufacturers typically
integrate multiple cores onto a single integrated circuit die
(known as a chip multiprocessor or CMP), or onto multiple
dies in a single chip package.

Multi-core
processor

A multi-core processor implements multiprocessing in a
single physical package. Designers may couple cores in
a multi-core device tightly or loosely. For example, cores
may or may not share caches, and they may implement
message passing or shared-memory inter-core
communication methods.

LLC

Last Level Cache. A CPU cache is a hardware cache used
by the central processing unit (CPU) of a computer to
reduce the average cost (time or energy) to access data
from the main memory. Most CPUs have different
independent caches, including instruction and data
caches, where the data cache is usually organized as a
hierarchy of more cache levels (L1, L2, etc.). The shared
highest-level cache, which is called before accessing
memory, is usually referred to as the Last Level Cache
(LLC).

Memory
Controller (MC)

Memory controllers contain the logic necessary to read
and write to DRAM, and to "refresh" the DRAM. Without
constant refreshes, DRAM will lose the data written to it
as the capacitors leak their charge within a fraction of a
second (not less than 64 milliseconds according to
JEDEC standards).

Hypervisor

A hypervisor, or virtual machine monitor (VMM), is a piece
of computer software, firmware or hardware that creates
and runs virtual machines.

IaaS

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a form of cloud
computing that provides virtualized computing resources
over the Internet. In an IaaS model, a third-party provider
hosts hardware, software, servers, storage and other
infrastructure components on behalf of its users. IaaS
providers also host users' applications and handle tasks
including system maintenance, backup and resiliency
planning.

KVM

Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is a virtualization
infrastructure for the Linux kernel that turns it into a
hypervisor. KVM requires a processor with hardware
virtualization extensions.

libvirt, libvirtd

A toolkit to interact with the virtualization capabilities of
recent versions of Linux (and other OSes). libvirt provides
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all APIs needed to do the management, such as:
provision, create, modify, monitor, control, migrate and
stop virtual domains - within the limits of the support of the
hypervisor for those operations. The daemon entity – part
of the libvirt toolkit - facilitating remote communication with
the hypervisor is called libvirtd.
Direct Memory Direct memory access (DMA) is a feature of computer
Access (DMA)
systems that allows certain hardware subsystems to
access main system memory (RAM) independently of the
central processing unit (CPU).
dBOX

A dReDBox-Box houses the main components of the
dReDBox system and can be considered the heart of the
dReDBox system. The dBOX will be compatible with
standard datacenter infrastructures and will look like any
other server.

dTRAY

A dReDBox-Tray provides the interconnection and
supporting functions for the different dReDBox-modules.
It serves as a “motherboard” in the dBOX.

dBRICK

A dReDBox-Brick forms the minimum, independently
replaceable unit in the dReDBox datacenter. There are
three different types of dReDBox-Bricks: compute,
memory and accelerator bricks. At any hierarchy level,
dBRICKs are interchangeable and can be deployed in
arbitrary combinations to closely match service provider
and/or user needs.

dCOMPUBRICK

The dReDBox-Compute-Brick constitutes the minimum
replaceable unit providing general-purpose application
processing to the dReDBox datacenter.

dMEMBRICK

The dReDBox-Memory-Brick constitutes the minimum
replaceable unit providing disaggregated memory to the
dReDBox datacenter.

dACCELBRICK

The dReDBox-Accelerator-Brick constitutes the minimum
replaceable unit providing programmable, applicationspecific accelerated processing to the dReDBox
datacenter. It will also have the ability to interface with a
100GbE interface on the dTRAY.

dBESM

The dReDBox-Box-ESM is a Custom-Off-The-Shelf
(COTS) Electrical Switch Matrix (ESM) used to
interconnect dBRICKs residing with the same dBOX.
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dBMC

The dReDBox-Board-Management-Controller controls
and configures the dTRAY and all resources located on
the dTRAY. The dBMC itself is controlled by the
orchestration software.

dBOSM

The dReDBox-Box-OSM is an Optical Switch Matrix
(OSM) used to interconnect dBRICKs residing within a
dBOX to dBRICKs residing in remote dBOXes (either in
the same or in distinct racks). The OSM can also be used
for intra-tray dBRICK interconnection, coupling the ESM
to increase density and/or throughput of connectivity in
the tray.

dRACK

A dReDBox-Rack houses multiple, interconnected
dBOXes. In the scope of the project, it forms the complete
dReDBox system. The dRACK is the final Hardware
deliverable associated with “D5.2: Hardware integration
and tests of all bricks and tray (b)”. The dRACK will be
used as the platform for the different demonstrators.

dPERTRAY

The dReDBox-Peripheral-Tray is a COTS product
providing convenient support for attaching different kind of
peripherals (notably secondary storage) through a PCIe
bus. This will be a “plug-and-play” solution which can be
connected to a dBOX using a standard PCIe cable.

dROSM

The dReDBox-Rack-OSM is a COTS Optical Switch
Matrix used to interconnect dBRICKs residing in distinct
dBOXes with the same dRACK. It also serves as a leafswitch to route traffic emanating from (resp. terminated at)
the local dRACK to a datacenter destination (resp. from a
datacenter source) residing off the local dRACK. In the
project, we also aim to experiment with an embodiment of
a dROSM featuring hybrid optical/electronic (i.e. both
fiber- and packet-switching).

dDOSM

The dReDBox-Datacenter-OSM is used to interconnect
the different dRACKs in a datacenter. It will connect to the
different dROSMs in the datacenter. The dDOSM is here
referenced for the sake of completeness and to facilitate
a discussion of the overall scalability potential of a
dReDBox
datacenters.
However,
its
further
materialization is out of the scope of the project.

dCLUST

A dReDBox-Cluster is a logical grouping of dBOXes
residing within the same dRACK. The decision of subdividing a dRACK into dCLUSTs is mainly motivated by
the port density limits of a dROSM, as the largest
commercially-available dROSM is not capable of
interconnecting all the dBOXes within a 42U dRACK.
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dBPSU

The dReDBox-Box-PSU is an AC/DC power supply,
capable of providing enough power to a fully provisioned
dBOX.

NUMA

A NUMA (non-uniform memory access) system is a
computer system where the latencies for the processor to
access its main memory varies across the memory
address space. These systems required modified
operating-system kernels with NUMA support that
explicitly understand the topological properties of the
system's memory.

Openstack

Openstack software controls large pools of compute,
storage, and networking resources throughout a
datacenter, managed through a dashboard or via the
Openstack API. Openstack works with popular enterprise
and open source technologies making it ideal for
heterogeneous infrastructure.

OS

Operating System

QEMU

QEMU is a generic and open source machine emulator
and virtualizer. When used as a machine emulator, QEMU
can run OSes and programs made for one machine (e.g.
an ARM board) on a different machine (e.g. your own PC).
When used as a virtualizer, QEMU achieves near native
performance by executing the guest code directly on the
host CPU.

SDM Agent

The Software Defined Memory daemon agent is a
process running on dReDBox compute bricks to facilitate
remote provisioning, modification, control and monitoring
of virtual machines.

SDM Controller

The Software Defined Memory Controller is a centralized
control entity orchestrating resource management and
allocation and power management across disaggregated
of a dReDBox datacenter.

VM

Virtual Machine – Isolated virtualization unit running its
own guest operating systems

VMM

Virtual Machine Monitor. See Hypervisor

Mid-Board
Optics (MBO)

MBO is the natural transition technology from current
front-panel transceivers to more integrated electronicoptical devices. It avoids the front-panel bottleneck,
improves ports and bandwidth scaling of the rack space
and may help to solve the packaging bottleneck.
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1 Introduction
The dReDBox project aspires to innovate the way we build data centers today,
shifting to employing pooled, disaggregated - instead of monolithic, tightly
integrated components. By doing so, the dReDBox proposition has the ambition
to significantly improve levels of utilization, scalability, reliability and power
efficiency, both in conventional cloud and edge data centers.
To demonstrate a proof of concept and evaluate the architecture and
functionalities of software components presented in deliverables D4.1 [1] and
D4.2 [2], in terms of efficiency of the solution and the overall value of
disaggregation aligned with project objectives, WP4 partners contributed to
build the first prototype of the project system software. Figure 1 presents a block
diagram featuring all software and hardware components of the target system
as presented in D4.2 [2]. Each component implements internally the
architecture and workings documented in respective deliverables, as well as
interfaces exposed by dReDBox layers as specified in deliverable D2.7 [3].
Pertaining to software modules, the presentation in Figure 1 corresponds to
their implementation in the project. As such, although D4.2 [2] presents e.g. the
Platform Synthesizer as a module within the orchestrator/SDM Controller, in
Figure 1 these are presented as individual modules interfacing with each other,
corresponding to actual implementation thereof in software. Of all the
components shown in this figure, a large subset of them have been developed.
The following list summarizes the components that have been prototyped and
that are documented in this deliverable:


IaaS Scheduler (Openstack amendments and integration)



Orchestrator, including SDM Controller (SDM-C), Platform Synthesizer,
Graph Database and Scale-up Engine/API



SDM Agent



Hypervisor and Linux Kernel extensions, including hot-add/hot-remove,
QEMU extensions and NUMA extensions



Drivers running on the dCOMPUBRICK

The above software components are deployed to following nodes of a
dReDBox system:
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dReDBox Management Node
dReDBox compute bricks (dCOMPUBRICK)

In the context of this prototype, the Management Node is a conventional x86
server which runs the orchestration software that manages and monitors the
entire dReDBox system. The dCOMPUBRICKs have been built and tested on
Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ boards; from a software/OS and target processor
architecture point of view, these boards are identical to the final target hardware
dCOMPUBRICKs that are being built for the final dReDBox demonstrator. As
such, it is expected that all software prototypes presented herein will
seamlessly integrate with and run on the dCOMPUBRICKs comprising the
dReDBox hardware platform prototype, as specified in Deliverables D2.3 [4],
D2.4 [5] and D5.1 [6].

Figure 1. Hardware and software components map with interfaces

The rest of this deliverable is organized as follows. In Section 2, the key
elements are described and positioned in the global map of the prototype.
Section 3 details the repositories where all the components can be found and,
moreover, it provides instructions to reproduce our setup and, as a proof of
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concept, an example showing the working prototype. Section 4 discusses the
results and presents the conclusion.
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2 Description of prototype components
In this document, the dReDBox consortium presents the software created for
the first release of an incremental software artifact. Figure 2 provides the
schematic view of the current prototype illustrating the components’
arrangement, while the following sections will shortly describe them.

Figure 2. The demonstrator prototype components

2.1 IaaS Scheduler
The IaaS Scheduler is the software component that acts as the interface of the
user with the platform. It offers the ability to define and create VMs with the
desired requirements of compute power and memory resources. Additionally,
operations during VM’s lifecycle such as suspending/resuming and finally,
deleting are also being handled by the Scheduler.
We have developed a scheduler plugin for Openstack Nova that acts as the
IaaS scheduler on the MGMT Node and we exploit the already available
Openstack support to bootstrap Virtual Machines on the dCOMPUBRICKs. The
IaaS Scheduler plugin interacts with the SDM Controller API to get available
resources and also reserve them. At any given point in time the available
resources are presented in Openstack Horizon dashboard as independent
dCOMPUBRICK instances. Each instance reports the available number of
cores, locally available memory and all the currently available remote memory
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it can interface. As remote memory allocation takes place, the available
memory is updated on all dCOMPUBRICK views.
A more detailed description is available in D4.2 [2], Section 2.1.

2.2 Software Defined Memory Controller
The SDM Controller is the core software component, responsible for handling
the resource reservation requests and generating the configurations of the
various interconnection elements and memory drivers that enable remote
memory access for a compute brick. It is implemented as a Python module that
exposes a REST API for receiving allocation requests from both the Scheduler
during VM creation and from the Scale-UP Engine operating on compute bricks
for dynamically extending/reducing VM’s memory.
It also provides a python API interface for configuring resources using a
subsystem that is called Platform Synthesizer and maintains an overview of the
hardware configuration deployment. Exploiting the described support, Platform
Synthesizer is configuring the optical switches (dBOSMs, dROSMs) or the
electrical crossbars (dBESMs), in order to establish an interconnection path
between bricks. It also communicates with SDM-Agent to configure glue logic
hardware.
More specifically, Platform Synthesizer is taking advantage of SDM Controller’s
graph data model for resource interconnect representation: All resources are
modelled as vertices and interconnections between them as edges. The
traversal of the graph yields the configurations needed in a form of pairs of ports
to be connected and transceivers to be used and memory segments to be
associated. These configurations are then passed to the dBMC API through
REST calls, in order to perform the port connections and to the SDM Agent in
order to configure the glue logic.
A more detailed description is available in D4.2 [2], Section 3.1.
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2.3 Power Manager
Power Manager is an integral subsystem of the SDM Controller, and is realized
as a python library. Power manager provides a collection of functions that
examine the existing resource allocation and interconnection state of a dRACK
deployment in order too: a) determine resource fragmentation, b) detect
allocation re-arrangement possibilities that will free resources, c) compile
dRACK-wide VM migration proposals along with resource rewiring so that
dCOMPUBRICKs and dMEMBRICKs may be freed. SDM Controller has
support to adopt the proposal or not and perform required reconfiguration steps
via the standard Platform Synthesizer flow.

A more detailed description is available in D4.2 [2], Section 3.5.

2.4 Software Defined Memory Agent
The SDM Agent is developed as a user level Python module that also exposes
a REST API and resides in each compute brick. The SDM Agent receives
configuration descriptions to configure the memory translation subsystem
(RMST) and the Network-on-Chip (NoC). Moreover, it is used to check
transceiver status and if the communication channels are up. All the interaction
with hardware takes place via the Glue Logic driver.
A more detailed description is available in D4.2 [2], Section 4.1.

2.5 Application Orchestration Engine and API
The

application/workload

orchestration

facilities

implemented

in

dReDBox - termed Scale-UP Engine and Scale-UP API hereafter - consume
the dynamic resource management interfaces and capability of the SDM
Controller and provide a scalable service and fabric that conducts and serves
dynamic resource scale-up/down requests initiated by applications running on
VMs. By doing so, the dReDBox resource management software facilitates
workload-specific resource allocation, effectively enabling tenants/end-users to
take full advantage of the agility of disaggregated hardware to achieve fit-forpurpose orchestration of resources and service quality assurance according to
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quality metrics and decisions driven by applications. It can also serve as a
mechanism for reduction of energy consumption for tenant workloads, when
coupled with service provider incentive policies that drive VM utilization
optimization linked to reduction in energy consumption.
From a prototyping and demonstrator perspective, three software artifacts
implement respective components – as presented in detail in D4.2 [2] – that
work together to offer the totality of application orchestration functionality
offered in dReDBox:


The Scale-up Controller that implements the server-side of the scaleup engine,



The Scale-up Client daemon that arbitrates scale-up/down requests
between VMs running on the same dCOMPUBRICK and the Scale-up
Controller and



The

Scale-up

Application

Programming

Interface

(API)

implementation, comprising the software artifacts that applications
integrate with to make use of dynamic orchestration of disaggregated
resources capability offered by dReDBox.

A more detailed description is available in D4.2 [2], Section 3.2.

2.6 Linux kernel extensions (Host and guest)
Our prototype features a specifically modified Linux kernel. It comes in two
versions:


Host (hypervisor) kernel – specific for the platform (Xilinx Zynq
Ultrascale+ MPSoC), Xilinx flavor of Linux kernel (version “xilinxv2016.4-sdsoc” [7]) with manufacturer patches making it capable of fully
exploiting the board facilities and with dReDBox-specific patches
enabling memory hot-plug on the ARM64 platform



Guest kernel - based on vanilla Linux [8], also with the same memory
hot-plug patches and related modifications for flexible guest memory
resize.
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As explained in more detail in D4.2 [2] Section 4.3.2, memory hot-plug is being
used in dReDBox to make new memory segments available to the operating
system and to its applications, including its QEMU machines.
The host (hypervisor) kernel has been modified with a hot-plug patch set that
makes this feature available for arm64 hosts; additionally, NUMA support has
been enhanced in order to allow hot-plugged memory to be added to arbitrary
NUMA domains as to reflect the distance between remote memory segments
and the hypervisor brick within the dReDBox topology.
The guest kernel is based on vanilla Linux: QEMU is in fact emulating the “virt”
machine

(internal

QEMU

nomenclature),

providing

generic

machine

virtualization instead of any manufacturer-specific board. Thanks to this,
guest’s code is compatible with a standard kernel staying as close as possible
to the main branch and favouring the upstreaming of our patches (as done for
memory hot-plug). Compared to the original version, the kernel we use has an
enhanced behavior with respect to memory management. It has been modified
in order to allow dynamic expansion of memory on top of the dReDBox
infrastructure. This behavior takes place when the system runs out of memory
and its memory balloon is empty (balloon driver cannot deflate and provide
additional pages). Our mechanism uses the same memory hot-add and hotremove patches that are being used in the hypervisor.
The kernels have been developed and tested on the target reference board and
we have extensively tested the hot-add and hot-remove functionalities through
isolation testing and also in integration with a first implementation of the
dReDBox glue logic in D4.2 [2], section 4.3.1.
A more detailed description of the kernel and the virtualization extensions are
available in D4.2 [2], sections 4.3 and 4.4.
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2.7 QEMU
In a standard bare-metal OS, the physical memory hot-add means, for example,
plugging additional RAM into SO-DIMM slot. Based on the upstream QEMU,
the modifications performed within the project are aimed at enabling emulation
of this step for the aarch64 platform. Thanks to this, from the guest OS
perspective, the effect is that new physical resources become available.
Additionally, an interface has been developed for the communication between
guest OS and the QEMU, which is used for requesting for the memory hot-add/remove operation and obtaining new memory address and size once it is
completed.
More detailed description available in D4.2, section 4.4.
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3 Prototype components artifacts
The source of most components described in this deliverable is stored and
shared on the dReDBox code repository hosted by UTH. In addition, some
scripts and binaries that are going to be deployed on the demonstrator are
stored on Box platform hosted by IBM.
In the first part of this section, we report the locations pointing the reader to the
source code of given component artifacts (subsection 3.1). We omit from this
deliverable a detailed textual “how to” manual on how to bring the system
software up: such guide would be very long, difficult to follow and not of high
benefit to the reader. Instead, in order to assist recreating our set-up, we
provide two repositories with Makefile scripts that, after small adaptations to the
specifics of different hardware set ups, serve as step-by-step guide that can be
used to build the prototype modules.
The second part, subsection 3.2, explains how to download already pre-built
components and use all of them together. From the practical perspective, this
approach makes more sense since the document is easier to follow and
focuses on how to put the system together instead of describing aspects that
do not bring any novelty (e.g., building host root filesystem properly has to be
done with care but there is no innovation in this process specific for the
dReDBox project). Finally, section 3.3 presents a simple demo of features
developed in the scope of WP4 running, each one, in its own isolated setup.
How all of them are working together is not presented in this document since
integration of all respective functionalities has not concluded at the time of
writing.

3.1 Sources of developed components
Below there are listed git repositories with the source code of different system
software components which were ready to be shared by the time of writing.
They can be downloaded by issuing the command:
git clone –b <BRANCH_NAME> <REPO_URL>:<SUBPROJECT>.git
where:
REPO_URL = git@repo.nitlab.inf.uth.gr
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The other two parameters are component-specific and gathered in the table
below. In some cases, additional comments are also provided and they mention
pre-built components that are described in the next subsection.
Id

COMPONENT

1

IaaS

dReDBox/Openstack.git1

master

2

SDM-C

dReDBox/Orchestrator.git1

master

3

dBMC

dredbox/dBMC-API

master

4

SDM-A

dReDBox/SDMAgent.git1

master

5

Host kernel

dredbox/linux-xlnx-new

armadillo_v1

a)

6

Guest kernel

dredbox/linux-guest

armadillo_v1

b)

dredbox/linux-xlnx1

numa_hotplug

c)

master

d)

master

e)

dReDBox/Orchestrator.git1

master

f)

dReDBox/ScaleupAPI.git1

master

g)

dReDBox/Orchestrator.git1

master

h)

NUMA Hotplug

7

integration

8

9

SUBPROJECT

Board

mbielski/xilinx_zcu102_proj

configuration

ect_uboot_kernel

Rootfs

mbielski/ubuntu_xenial_root

configuration

fs_script

BRANCH

NOTE

Scale-up
10

Controller and
Client

11
12

Scale-up API
implementation
Power Manager

Table 1. List of repositories with components source code

Notes:
a) Configuration file: dbx_xilinx_zynqmp_defconfig, available in prebuilt components (section 3.2), build script in Table 1, entry 8.
b) Configuration file: dbguest_config, available in pre-built components
(section 3.2), build script in Table 1, entry 9.
c) Awaiting integration into hypervisor kernel git (entry 5).
1

Currently in repository under URL git@github.ibm.com
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d) Provides a script with commands on how to configure the Xilinx board, build
a custom host kernel, custom u-boot and launch the board,
e) Provides a script with commands on how to configure host root filesystem
with proper networking setup, libvirt setup, libvirt domains example
definition, building QEMU from sources and building guest kernel from
sources,
f) The repository includes a text file (“Orchestrator/README.md”) that
contains detailed instructions on how to install and start both the scale-up
controller and the scale-up client daemon,
g) The repository includes a text file (“ScaleupAPI/README.md”) that contains
detailed instructions on how to install and test the API implementation, one
each for each of three implementations delivered (C, Python and Java).
h) PowerManager (project code PyRaMiD) is an integral part of the SDM-C
codebase. PyRaMiD is realized as a python library and it is automatically
invoked by the SDM-C. The PyRaMiD file collection is located under SDM
Controller project in folder “pyramid”.

3.2 Prebuilt components
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, explaining in detail how to build
all of the components is not the focus of this deliverable. For the demonstration
purpose, pre-built executables or scripts (sometimes with additional steps
required) are provided under the link:
https://ibm.box.com/v/prebuiltComponents
The general assumption is that the hardware is properly setup and it has a way
to provide external host kernel binary, e.g. by running u-boot that is capable of
loading kernel (and also other components) from TFTP server. Below, firstly
there are two components of system orchestrator presented, and subsequently,
there are dCOMPUBRICK building parts enumerated roughly in the order of
deployment, starting from bare-metal OS up to the software of higher
abstraction level.
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3.2.1

Flask REST Framework

For the implementation of the REST APIs exposed by the IaaS Scheduler, the
SDM Controller, the SDM Agent and the SDM-dBMC API, a python framework
called Flask and its extension Flask-RESTful was chosen.
In order to compile and install the framework in a Linux environment:
1. apt-get install python-pip
2. pip install flask-restful
3.2.2 Janus Graph Database
The various disaggregated components are represented within a graph
structure, actually implemented in JanusGraph DB. In order to compile
JanusGraph in a Linux environment, one should follow the steps below:
1. Install prerequisites:
Java 8
Maven 3
2. Get source code:
https://github.com/JanusGraph/janusgraph/archive/v0.
1.1.tar.gz
3. Compile JanusGraph:
mvn clean install -DskipTests=true
Traversals of the graph are based on Gremlin language and its variant GremlinGroovy. For enabling the execution of Gremlin-Groovy scripts in JanusGraph
through REST calls the following software should be installed using the script
below:
install_graph_db.sh:
Link:
https://ibm.box.com/s/9jbivxg43ipjudyq81fx7hus0srh70sk
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3.2.3 Host Linux kernel
Link:
https://ibm.box.com/s/pyixnsawa1bg3u9z02km54nq37x8wm0k

This is Xilinx flavor of a Linux kernel with dReDBox-specific features and
wrapped in u-boot header. The kernel has to be provided with bootargs
parameters that will indicate what type of root filesystem should be loaded and
how to get access to it. Example configuration in Table 1, item 8
3.2.4 Host root filesystem
Link:
https://ibm.box.com/s/jyniho5q8uexqcymirwvfcd9yjguf3d6
This is compressed archive of a root filesystem that can be, for example,
extracted at a given location that is exported to the demonstrator via NFS.
Example configuration in Table 1, item 9.
3.2.5 Scripts for host networking configuration
1_netsetup.sh:
https://ibm.box.com/s/h5gwbwohn7x6ww4cu9ih0z4pcia5k3g4
_netsetup_input:
https://ibm.box.com/s/mteqvlhul8m6c5wxy1tfyvfqvo2ff1me
2_add_new_tap:
https://ibm.box.com/s/wnfy91gazm8ucp55mp2m896i1fzl9ese
The first script uses the second text file and reconfigures the networking setup
so that the Ethernet interface (eth0) is attached to the bridge (br0), to which all
corresponding tap devices (tapX) will also be attached. This is very efficient
networking configuration for VMs. The last script adds one tap device to this
configuration at each time it is executed. Each VM needs its own tap device.
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3.2.6 QEMU
Link:
https://ibm.box.com/s/6buwjosksyvqlbz60psrzp2k79qxekx0

This is statically linked QEMU binary that includes dReDBox-specific
modifications that enable physical memory hot-plug (add or remove) emulation
for the aarch64 architecture.
3.2.7 Guest Linux kernel
Link:
https://ibm.box.com/s/yf431h83vqu27shmcu45v2bez4a1rhdi

This is vanilla Linux kernel with dReDBox-specific modifications that enable
memory hot-plug in the guest as well as memory ballooning.
3.2.8 Guest root filesystem
Link:
https://ibm.box.com/s/w6a2k2w8krm0gny0e0p5qc0nvgpoya1a

This is a root filesystem loaded by VM at boot-time. Each VM needs its own
copy. It can be passed to it in few different ways, e.g. on a virtual hard drive,
but for the demonstration purpose it is provided as an archive.
3.2.9 Virtual machines configuration
Links:
https://ibm.box.com/s/ufbtykbasnj2e9gxh8b3nt2mun9c2yew
https://ibm.box.com/s/pflw1qepgyoy1kasfjx8u32x24xflj5u

These two XML files exemplify how a domain (VM in libvirt terminology) can be
described with a notation compatible with libvirt. They are presented both, in
order to show which parameters, stay unchanged and which have to be unique
per VM. Such defined VM can be launched with the virsh command:
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$ virsh define dbxdom1.xml
$ virsh start dguest1
$ virsh console dguest1

or killed and forgotten:
$ virsh destroy dguest1
$ virsh undefine dguest1
However, in the cloud environment there are usually higher-level tools (SDM-A
for dReDBox) that will execute such commands intermediately.
3.3

Prototypes demonstration (isolation)

This section describes how to use each member of the prototype isolated from
the others members.
3.3.1 Platform Management Layer Software
For testing the orchestration software components, namely the IaaS Scheduler,
the SDM Controller and the SDM Agent the following procedure should be
followed.
First, the HTTP channelizer of JanusGraph should be configured:


Edit janusgraph/conf/gremlin-server/gremlin-server.yaml and replace
channelizer with:
org.apache.tinkerpop.gremlin.server.channel.HttpChannelizer

Then, JanusGraph service should be started by executing:


./janusgraph/bin/janusgraph.sh start

Afterwards, an example system should be generated in graph database with
the following command:


./setpath.sh (sets environment variables)



python SDMController/configenerator/genconfig.py

Next, the REST APIs should be started by executing:


python SDMController/SDMC_core/app.py
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python SDMAgent/app.py

To test the whole VM creation part, the standard Openstack procedure should
be followed. More specifically, from Openstack dashboard, Horizon, one should
follow the following steps:







From Project/Compute/Instances click on Create button and a dialog box
pops-up
In Details tab the instance name and count of instances must be
provided
In Source tab, an image from the available list must be selected
In Flavor tab, a flavor (requirements in terms of vcpus and ram and
storage) must be chosen
In Networks tab, an internal network must be chosen
In Key Pair, a key pair must be chosen for ssh authentication

Then by clicking the Launch button, the spawning of the VM should start,
completely transparent to the user.
For testing the SDM Controller and specifically the interfaces, which interact
with the Scheduler, a synthetic configuration generator and a unit test have
been developed under the project folders configenerator and testing ,
with the names genconfig.py and iaas_unit_tests.py, respectively. After
the JanusGraph is started, genconfig.py should be invoked. This generates a
configuration state on JanusGraph that represents the system configuration described
in [5]. Subsequently, the iaas_unit_tests.py can be invoked to generate 16 VM
platform configurations that are initiated with an arbitrary number of cores and memory
and then subsequently increase/decrease their memory size and release their
resources. Moreover, the SDM Controller implementation features a Gephi [9] graph
visualization driver that depicts dCOMPUBRICKs and dMEMORYBRICKs along with
their resources allocations and connections in real time. The API currently supported
is as follows and is implemented as REST and also in python wrappers (project folder
api):
getPlatform: compliles a new platform configuration
- @Args: Number of CPUs (int), Memory in MB(int), PathUtil
(should not be more than 100
- @Returns: Platform Identifier(int), computebrickIP ,
StatusNo(int), Status Message(str):
StatusNo : 0 OK
StatusNo : 1 ERROR
Messages: { "ErrorMessage": "Not Enough vCPUs" <or> "Not
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enough Memory" <or> "Resource Combo could not be achieved
(maybe invoke power manager?)" } <or> pathutil exceeded
releasePlatform: releases all previous platform reservations
- @Args: platform ID as provided by getPlatform
- @Returns: Status (int), Status Message(str)
Status 0 OK
Message "All good"
Status 1 Error
Message "Reservation Not Found"

allocateMemory: Allocates memory - if enough memory not found
the user may allow the system to migrate (if proactive
migration state store has been done)
- @Args: PlatformID (int), Memory size in MB(int),
pathUtilization(int), migrateOK (1=ok, 0= not ok)
- @Returns: Status (int), Status Message(str),
computeBrickIP, domigrate (exists if migrateOK was given)
Status 0 OK
Message All good
Status 1 Error
Messages: { "ErrorMessage": "Not Enough vCPUs" <or> "Not
enough Memory" <or> "Resource Combo could not be achieved
(maybe invoke pm?)" } <or> pathutil exceeded
freeMemory: releases requested amount of memory
- @Args: platform ID as provided by getPlatform
- @Returns: Status (int), Status Message(str)
- Status 0 OK
Message "All good"
Status 1 Error
Message "Reservation Not Found"
TotalResources:
- Returns Total Cores, Total Memory, Available Cores(coherent
island), Available Memory

In addition, JSON objects containing switch configurations heading to dBMC
API and Memory Driver configuration information heading to SDM Agent are
generated. Indicative examples for:




Configuring switches via dBMC API
{'dBOXSwitchesConfigs': [{'dBOXSwitchConfig':
3, 2), (24, 3, 2)]}]}

[(10,

Command to SDMAgent to add/remove memory and configure on chip
NoC
{'action': 'Add', 'segments': [{'endA': 18253611007,
'net': 188440, 'startA': 17985175552, 'offset':
16374562819}, {'endA': 17985175551, 'net': 188440,
'startA':
17716740096,
'offset':
16642998274},
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{'endA':
17716740095,
'net':
188440,
'startA':
17448304640,
'offset':
16911433729},
{'endA':
17448304639, 'net': 188440, 'startA': 17179869184,
'offset': 17179869184}], 'cIP': '127.0.0.1'}
Finally, under the folder SDM Agent there is a folder linuxdriver that
contains a sysfs-based glue logic driver for pushing configurations to RMST
and NoC h/w subsystems of the dCOMPUBRICK. The driver exports a File
interface as follows:


A sysfs file is exported under /sys/ directory with folder sdmc.



The memport subfolder exports the configuration interface.



In each memportN subfolder there are the following files:
•

startAddress (WRonly) (u64 sets the physical address start)

•

endAddress (WRonly) (u64 sets the physical address end)

•

offset (WRonly) (s64 the offset[63] bit is used to designate a +
(0) or – (1) operation)

•

•

outId (WRonly) (s64 the in ethernet network identifier)

•

inId (WRonly) (s64 the out ethernet identifier)

•

set (WRonly) (activate configuration putting memport id)

Moreover, in the same spirit, GTH control folder transceiver contains
the following files:
•

linkStatus (Rdonly) (reports Up or Down by actively querying
link hardware of alla available transceivers)

•

reset (WRonly) (attempts to reset PMA to bring channel up of
the given id)
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3.3.2 Kernel hot-add and hot-remove
This section briefly describes how to test the manual hot-plug and hot-remove
within a VM. Manual means that the user will send a command to proper sysfs
interface in order to trigger the hot-plug/hot-remove operation. In the rest of this
section, there are references to several binaries and scripts that are available
in the pre-built components directory (section 3.2). All presented steps are
performed on the host machine with correct networking configuration done
(scripts 1_netsetup.sh and 2_add_new_tap.sh).
Note the prompt text:


root@dbx – is host machine



root@dbx_guest – is guest machine

Step 1: Launch a virtual machine and show memory status
In this demo, there is only one VM launched and this is done by launching the
script 3_run_guest.sh that starts QEMU with parameters as below:

Initial guest memory status:

In QEMU monitor it is possible to see the emulated resources with `info mtree`
command, at start it is:
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That gives 2 sections of 1GB each.
Step 2: Emulated physical hot-add
Guest asks for attaching additional physical resources of a given size (rounded
up to multiple of 1024MB) and also acknowledges the operation (required for
other feature being built on top of this mechanism):

This prints the physical address of new resources, size and other debug
messages that may be ignored. Respectively, the QEMU monitor reflects the
effect (new entry memory-backend-remote3):

Step 3: Logical hot-add in Linux kernel
From the guest OS perspective, new physical resources became available but
they need to be logically plugged before the OS can use it. For this, there are
two commands necessary, the first one probes the new memory and makes
kernel aware of it (result can be observed by printing iomem resources).
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…and the second brings it online, so that it is ready to use (result can be
observed by the same command as used at the beginning)

Step 4: Testing new memory
There is a simple application prepared to quickly test the new memory (roughly
2200MB is available from the screenshot above, the difference between 3GB
is the memory occupied by rootfs – a cpio archive unpacked in-memory). It
allocates pages from the heap iteratively, stores each page’s address in the
table and fills the page with the iteration index (to force the page of being
physically allocated and rule out the copy-on-write optimization). After this, in
second loop, it reads the indices from consecutive pages and prints them out.
At the end, it prints memory usage metrics before finishing the program.
The first part of execution has been written in text for presentation clarity and
only the final output is presented as a screenshot.
$ ./hptest3G
Hello hot-plug
Allocated: 1 M
Allocated: 2 M
Allocated: 3 M
(------ Output skipped ------)
Allocated: 2199 M
Allocated: 2200 M
0,
128, 256, 384, 512, 640, 768…
(------ Output skipped ------)
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We can see that around 50MB of memory remained unallocated. The hotadded memory has been proven to work, so now it will be presented how to
hot-unplug it from the guest VM.
Step 5: Logical hot-remove in Linux kernel
Hot-removing the memory is symmetrical to ‘Step 3’. At first, the memory
section is switch to ‘offline’ state and then it is detached from the system.
Respective outputs can be compared with previous versions.
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Step 6: Emulated physical hot-remove
This is symmetrical to step 2. The guest uses sysfs interface to indicate QEMU
that a given memory section can be physically detached. In this case, an
acknowledgement is sent automatically.

Again, the effect can be observed in QEMU monitor (the last chunk of
memory-backend-remote3 has disappeared).

This way the system has only the initially configured memory.
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4 Conclusions
This deliverable described several software elements that comprise the first
demonstrator prototype of the dReDBox system software stack. Starting from
the global perspective of the system and following a top-down approach, the
role of each of the components has been shortly presented, followed by
download links and build instructions. Finally, correctness testing of several
elements has been shortly demonstrated at the end. In addition, each
component description provides also a link to its respective section of D4.2
where much more detailed technical documentation is provided.
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5 Appendix
This appendix includes details of software components whose implementation
has already started by the time of writing this deliverable, but that has not been
yet integrated yet with the rest of the components described in the main body
of this deliverable.

5.1 SDM-dBMC API
SDM-dBMC is the application programming interface (API) that is used to
operate the dBMC (board management computer) which manages the
resources on the dTRAY. The API implemented in software and part of it
provided by the software defined memory controller (SDM-C) and other part by
the dBMC. The API provided by SDM-C called by the dBMC to register
resources and update state changes of the board and the resources it manages
(dBRICK plugged/unplugged). The API provided by the dBMC called by the
SDM-C to get detailed information about the dTRAY as well as the other
resources (e.g. dBRICKs, dBOSM, PCIe, sensors, firmware, etc.) available on
the dTRAY.

The

source

code

can

be

found

at

the

following

address:

http://repo.nitlab.inf.uth.gr/dredbox/dBMC-API

To test it, clone this repository and follow the steps described below:
1. Execution:
$ python3 dBMC-API/app.py
2. Testing:
$ curl \
-i -H "Accept: application/json" \
-H "Content-Type: application/json" \
-X GET \
http://dredbox/api/dbrick/info?dRackId=0&dBoxId
=2&dBrickId=9
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5.2 Power management SDM-C modules
To enable the Power Manager service, the SDM Controller file
SDMController/reservationcore/resource_manager.py
should
have the flag PYRAMID = True.
After each request, the SDM Controller main thread calls the
Pyramid_get_fragmentationIndices() function which returns the
Memory Fragmentation Index (MFI) and the Core Fragmentation Index (CFI).
If SDM Controller decides to invoke power manager, it stops serving requests
so it does not alter the current allocation state. As soon as the Power Manager
finishes it responds with a JSON that contains all migrations in the following
format:
{“migrations”:[{“platID”:<id>,”currentCB”:<id>,”NewCB”:<i
d>,segmentsFreed”:[],”segmentsReserved”:[]}..],”PathstoFr
ee”:[{“pathid”:<id>}],”newPaths”:[janusgraphpathformat]}
In a nutshell, it contains all migrations for dCOMPUBRICKs, that includes the
number of segments that need to change. Moreover, it proposes a global path
rewiring that will serve all migrations.
If the SDM Controller accepts the migration proposal, it should first notify the
VM manager to perform the first migration step, then proceed with path rewiring,
and finally push configurations to all dCOMPUBRICKs. Then VMs should
restore their state.

